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The era of the digital revolution has taught us that, in the coming years, we will 

see increasingly deeper and more sudden transformations affecting our lives. The 

path we started out on in 2021 will therefore resemble a journey leading us to a 

new world. On this route, we will need special tools: the sharing of experiences, 

ideas and dreams, and the awareness that our time will give us the extraordinary 

opportunity to be constantly open to new trajectories of change. 

We will be even more connected to each other in a world where technology has 

brought us closer together, making us more responsible for each other, our fellow 

people and our planet, because our every gesture, action or word can have 

important consequences for places or people, even distant ones. We wanted to 

outline the path by meeting friends who are and will be part of it. These students, 

researchers and teachers from all over the world tell very different stories and 

experiences, with the same desire to share them and put them to good use in a 

journey where we will only discover the destination by arriving there. We already 

know the journey will be a fantastic one.
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Reference Context



The international perspective and 
standing of Luiss, along with a great 
location is why I chose to develop my 
skills here. I can’t think of anywhere 
better to study Economics and 
Business than in one of the greatest 
capitals of both the past and present. 

Ayda Bugdanoglu
Luiss Student
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1. Reference Context
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t COVID-19 has 

accelerated various 
dynamics in the world 
of Higher Education

Internationalisation  
of the local region

Accelerator for the best 
performers

Commoditisation  
of learning

New players and the role of  
Big-Tech in education

Enhancement of the 
distinctive elements of the 
University

Increased gap between  
top-quality institutions  
and others

Research funds, attracting 
better minds, growth  
and innovation

Competitiveness vs. rapidly 
changing markets

Concentration  
of internationalisation 
investments, selective 
expansion  
and strategic partnerships

Pervasive digitisationBipolarisation 
 of education

Customised educational 
content for  
individual career paths

Tailor-made services

Increased Faculty loyalty 
through unique teaching 
and research

New technological 
partnerships

5G and 6G

Cybersecurity

CustomisationFuture-ready IT 
infrastructure
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1. Reference Context
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t Strategic plan 2018-2020 and post-COVID-19 innovations

Turnaround Global Engagement

Partnerships

Double degree programmes

Student mobility
 
Improvement and innovation in Eduction and 
Research "fundamentals"

Range of courses

QS ranking

Summer University

Research (9 H2020, 1 ERC)

Digital education

New concept of "innovative teaching"

Sustainability "at large"

42 Roma Luiss

LA4G

Network of Alumni, companies and institutions

Impact Report

Luiss Sport Academy

Students
 
Improvement to services,  
structures and processes

Belluno

Amsterdam

Reshaping Viale Romania and Viale Pola

New classrooms and spaces for students

New monitoring tools 

Digitisation of spacesPost-COVID-19 accelerationAa

Student  
Journey

Research  
Journey

Engagement Journey  
(GES, Third Mission) 

Attractiveness to students

Student quality

Educational quality

Placement

Degree of satisfaction

PhD applications

Internal assessment

Research productivity

Research quality

Funds and Grants

Internationalisation

Ranking

Financial aid

Sustainability

Soft skills
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1. Reference Context

SW
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Strengths

Geographical location (primarily Rome; Italy 
for some subjects)

Faculty (improvement and visibility)

Campus

Effectiveness of teaching (including online)

Internationalisation (improvement  
and pervasiveness)

Luiss BS: centrality and assets with further 
potential to be expressed

Luiss LargeLearning, Sport Academy 
 and student services

Presence in public debates 

Weaknesses
Centrality and presence in the public  
and corporate debate

Brand image (international) and Brand 
identity (internal, external)

Basin of attractiveness still too focused on the 
centre/south

Research visibility and proactive ability in  
the "real world"

Faculty

School-Department synergies

Placement

S W

Opportunity
Post-pandemic "Next-normal": innovation  
and change

Innovation in teaching and online integration

Sustainability "at large" and the University's 
perception of stakeholders

Alumni involvement

Value of the "structural" relationship  
with the business world

Further hub development

Need for relevant research linked 
to the needs of companies and institutions 
 
 

Threats
Market contraction and new post-pandemic 
context

Progressive bi-polarisation of the Higher 
Education market

Maintenance of "value for money"

New forms of competition

O A



As a new faculty member in Luiss, 
I am impressed with how the 
University excels in its commitment 
to students as well as in providing 
a collegial work environment for 
its academic staff. Luiss is truly 
international as evidenced by its 
diversity of outstanding faculty 
members, students, and global 
collaborations.

Lakshmi Balachandran Nair 
Assistant Professor,  
Research methods for social sciences
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Strategy and objectives 



I chose Luiss because I wanted the 
opportunity to meet people from all 
over the world that have completely 
different backgrounds than mine. 
My experience so far? New friends 
of different nationalities, important 
bonds with professors, and a vibrant 
Campus atmosphere that makes you 
feel at home.

Dante Timpano
Luiss student
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The future will be fuelled 
by changes produced at the 
intersection of knowledge, 
culture, responsibility, inclusion 
and passions. 
 
The university is and will be one 
of the places geared towards 
change and experimentation 
with breakthroughs to build a 
sustainable future.



Luiss aspires to inspire profound 
changes in society by educating 
a new generation of successful 
students and graduates, 
involving rigorous researchers, 
hiring competent staff and 
establishing the participation of 
companies and institutions open 
to innovation. Luiss invests in 
inclusion and mobility, collective 
leadership and responsibility 
with the aim of overcoming 
conventions, roles and purposes 
to transform borders into 
horizons.
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Our essence:  
Responsibility  
Inclusiveness 
Sustainability

Our actions:  
Mobility 
Sharing 
Passion

Our imagination:  
Discontinuity  
Rapidity  
Community

Va
lu

es
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2. Strategy and objectives

Sustainable 
change

Engaged 
research

Entrepre-
neurship as a 
state of mind

Inquiry-
based 
learning

Orientation 
to agentivity

Actionable 
inclusion

Open, Connected, 
Responsible 

The university's 
ambition is to 
become: 

• a Leading University 
in purposeful Social 
Science

• the first Euro-
Mediterranean  
educational hub
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Sustainability 
"at large"

Global and Regional 
Engagement Strategy

 
Research

The innovation of the educational model guides the strategic trajectories

B

A

C

Brand image and Brand identity
clear, recognisable, distinctive and impactfulF

Digital 
backbone
Programmes
Platforms
Engagement

E
Luiss Uniqueness - 
The educational modelD
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2. Strategy and objectives

Sustainability 
"at large"

Global and Regional 
Engagement 
Strategy

Digital
backbone

Brand image  
and Brand identity

Research

Luiss Uniqueness: 
The educational model

Excellence in research with an 
impact on scientific production 
and society at an Italian and 
international level

Multi-local engagement, 
international visibility and 
attractiveness; a model  
of a global university rooted  
in Italy

Widespread integration of sustainability 
in the Luiss fabric, involving students, staff, 
the academic community, employers, 
senior Alumni, recent graduates and 
partners in value-added projects, in line 
with the 2030 Agenda

Innovation and optimisation of 
the range of courses as a tool for 
strengthening 
the Luiss identity

Infrastructural enabler of 
internationalisation and 
educational innovation 
processes to achieve a fully 
"OnLife" model

Visibility, recognisability 
and distinctiveness, both 
nationally and internationally, 
to strengthen the Luiss brand 
identity and reputation 
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2. Strategy and objectives | A. Research
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Faculty 

PhDs

Post-doc  
programme

Funds and internal 
rewards

New partnerships 
for research centre 
activities

National  
and international 
funds

Visibility

Impact

Relevance in Italian 
and international 
public debates

Strengthening 
the  
"research team" 

Increase in  
research 
funds 

Increase in  
outreach  
and relevance

To bring Luiss  
to the list of the top 
50 universities in 
Europe by 2024 and 
to the top 20 by 2030 
in terms of scientific 
production and 
reputation.

In the next four years, 
the research will 
focus on the following 
thematic macro areas.
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Europe
Sustainable 
development

Innovation, 
digitisation 
and entrepre-
neurship
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QS H-Index indicator

QS Citations indicator per paper

QS Academic Reputation 
Indicator

No. of high-impact research 
dissemination events (with at least 
100 participants)

Amount of public funding from 
nationaland international projects

Funds from new partnerships

% of new hires and new graduates 
with a VIR score above the 75th 
percentile for the area and role

No. of ERCs

No. of publications during the 
contract for the APs 
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Global and Regional  
Engagement Strategy
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2. Strategy and objectives | B. Global and Regional  Engagement Strategy
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Indirect presence: 
Local region  
(Med, MENA)

East Asia

The Americas

Direct presence: 
New Hubs, 
networking with 
projects and 
initiatives already 
started such as 
the Mediterranean 
Project, ITP and 
University Corridors 

Attracting the best 
resources (Faculty, 
students, staff)

Involvement of 
stakeholders

Research and 
Teaching

Ranking (QS, FT)

Reputation and 
"consideration"

Brand awareness

Partnerships

To help  
achieve the 
Luiss mission by 
strengthening its 
international profile 
and reputation.

"Multi-local" 
focus

Widespread 
coverage

Impact
In

te
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Proximity (physical)

East and West (digital)

The post-COVID-19 world is pushing us to look more closely  
at the Euro-Mediterranean area and digital possibilities
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2. Strategy and objectives | B. Global and Regional  Engagement Strategy

41
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Luiss  
Italy

Is a consortium made up of seven 
universities that share European values and 
a global outlook. 
 
The alliance will take advantage of the 
unique synergies between  
its members and raise existing collaborations 
to a higher level, following the tracks of a 
joint approach and shared objectives, within 
which each university can bring its own 
unique vision shaped by its own academic 
specialisations, as well as by its own 
geographical and economic context.

University  
of Mannheim 
Germany

NHH  
Norwegian School 
of Economics 
Norway

Tilburg University 
Netherlands

University  
of National and 
World Economy 
Bulgaria

University 
Toulouse 1 
Capitole 
France

WU Vienna 
University  
of Economics  
and Business 
Austria
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Brand reputation

QS positioning

FT ranking positioning

No. of international accreditations

Rate of offers accepted 
by foreign teachers

% foreign teachers

% employed teachers from 
foreign universities

% international PhD students

No. of visiting and international 
chairs

% students enrolled in the first 
year of the degree course who 
acquired their previous  
qualification abroad

% foreign students

% outgoing students 

% incoming  
ERASMUS+DD+PS students 

International enrolment/
international application ratio

No. of university courses in 
English

No. of DDs and structured 
Exchanges

No. of international applications 
(and how many from nearby 
areas)

No. of international partner 
universities (and how many from 
nearby areas)

43
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2. Strategy and objectives | C. Sustainability "at large
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Experiential  
teaching

Research

Students: "best 
place to study"

Staff: motivational 
climate and skills 

Teachers: 
engagement

Alumni 

Partnerships  
with companies

Integration 
with external 
communities

Shared values  
and "codes"

Internal and 
external 
communication

Ethics "at large"  (in  
customer-supplier 
relationships) 

Performance 
culture

Reduction of the 
environmental 
impact

Internal  
pervasiveness

External 
pervasiveness  
and inter-
connectivity

ValuesSustainability 
"perfectly integrated" 
into the Luiss culture 
and fabric.

The involvement of 
students, teachers, 
employees and 
Alumni.

Inclusion, diversity 
and merit as Luiss 
core values.

42
 R
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s

A REVOLUTIONARY
MODEL

OF EDUCATION

In line with the  
job market

Completely  
free

Based on peer-to-peer 
learning

Present in 22 countries  
around the world
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No. of students benefiting from 
exemptions and scholarships

Total funds for exemptions and 
study grants 

% employed female teachers

Green Metric ranking positioning

No. of "sustainable" companies 
involved in the procurement 
processes

No. of publications dealing with  
sustainability

No. of partnerships and active 
collaborations with companies  
for projects on SDGs

Contributions to the media on 
sustainability issues by Luiss 
teachers 

Alumni reputation

QS Employer reputation indicator

Approval expressed by 
climate analysis - teaching staff

Approval expressed by  
climate analysis - staff

No. of students participating in 
voluntary activities

Quality of services 
summary indicator

% undergraduates satisfied with 
the degree programme overall

% courses dealing with  
sustainability

Luiss Strategic Plan 2021-2024  
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2. Strategy and objectives | D. Luiss Uniqueness The educational model

Lo
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el 1. Academic research-training synergies

Improve the synergies between  
academic research and training, actively 
involving students

2. Interdisciplinarity and "breadth"

Promote Interdisciplinary 
and "broad" learning by students

3. Teaching and assessment

Improve and innovate 
teaching and assessment methodologies

4. Immersion in networks

Strengthen and guarantee continuous 
interactions 
with the university network

5. Model design and enablers

Design the processes and foresee the physical 
and digital resources for producing the model

NEW  
"ENQUIRY  

BASED"  
LEARNING  

MODEL
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"Enquiry-based" 
approach (learning 
methods, skills, 
responsibilities)

New teaching  
and assessment 
methodologies

Digital technologies 
and services 
(student life-cycle, 
new technologies 
for learning, 
continuous 
experience on 
campus and online)

New 
interdisciplinary 
programmes 
("connection across 
subject")

Interconnection 
between academic 
learning and  
extra-curricular 
experiences

People strategy 
(Faculty,  
staff functions, 
students)

Involvement of 
practitioners/
Alumni and senior 
students

Internships, 
study abroad and 
volunteer projects

Innovation Selective 
enlargement

NetworkInnovation  
and optimisation 
of the range of 
courses as a tool for 
strengthening the 
Luiss identity. 
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2. Strategy and objectives | D. Luiss Uniqueness The educational model
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Level 1 

Get closer  
to research

Level 2 

Research 
know-how

Level 3 

Produce  
research

• Understanding of contents, 
relevance and rigour of 
research outputs 

• Pilot (ongoing):  
MA Marketing, Global 
Management and Politics, 
Law, Digital Innovation  
and Sustainability

• Progressive roll-out over the 
four years of the Plan

• Familiarity with methods  
and tools

• Interdisciplinary and 
disciplinary insights

• Pilot (ongoing):  
MA Marketing

• Progressive introduction  
of basics, inc. in BA courses

• Research inspired  
by "real-world phenomena"

• Communicate research 
(student upskilling)

In
te

rd
is

ci
pl

in
ar

ity Interdisciplinarity by Design

Interdisciplinarity by Experience

Academic learning-based approach, with degree courses or 
single courses designed to enhance "connection across subjects"

Learning based on the interconnection between academic 
learning and extra-curricular experiences to develop the idea 
of cosmopolitan citizenship (internationalisation, inclusion, 
diversity and sustainable development)

Key factor 
Immersion in the network (Alumni, companies, students, community)

Curricular and 
extra-curricular 
activities
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% professionals among 
contracted teachers

% graduates working 1 year after 
qualification

Doctoral selection rate

External funding

Satisfaction with the trainees 
expressed by the company tutors

% students who carried out 
internships/traineeships before 
graduation

No. enrolled in open courses

No. enrolled in 1st and 2nd level 
masters

Salary 1 year after graduation

Active learning: no. of courses 
that use engaging and 
challenging methods based on 
collaboration

No. of courses with a research-
based approach 

No. of interdepartmental or intra-
school I and II level masters

% positive responses to the 
question "Does the teacher use 
innovative teaching tools?"

Rate of attractiveness 

Teaching evaluation summary 
index

Ratio of enrolled students/
teachers

% enrolled in the first year 
graduated from another 
university
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2. Strategy and objectives | E. Digital backbone

Th
e 
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Corporate segment 
worth 40% of the market, +19% annually

Individual segment
worth 60% of the market, of which 80% certified education, +5% annually

The market is growing in:

210 

Fully digital and blended 
offer in continuous 
growth

Offer with initial strong 
expansion, fully digital 
and blended

Very wide offer, both 
fully digital and 
blended

High quality 
and the same 
pricing of the 
face-to-face offer 
to preserve the 
brand and avoid 
cannibalising the 
core offer.

MBAUndergraduate 
Bachelor 
Degrees

Graduate 
and Master 
Degrees

International universities have adopted differentiated strategies
to expand the range offered but with similar approaches:

2020 revenues in the world e-learning market.
Constant growth forecast in the coming years 
(+8-10% per annum, 300-350 Bln USD in 2025)
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2. Strategy and objectives | E. Digital backbone
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Growth of the 
University

Numerical: students  
and turnover

Reputational:  
high quality 
 "first-mover"

Implementation of the 
new learning model:

Exploitation of digital 
potential according to 
the training objectives  
of each course

Overcoming frontal 
teaching

Teacher-student 
relationship:

Enriched with 
multimedia content 

Characterised by  
"Onlife" discussions and 
interactions (blended, 
mixed and flipped 
classroom)

Passing on experience 
and knowledge not 
found in books 

Opportunity to access the 
studies and exams  
at any time  
(i.e. asynchronous) and 
from anywhere 

Fully digital learning 
to accelerate student 
internationalisation

Strengthening of distance 
teaching and examinations  
with safety  
for students and teachers

Reaction Foundations Digital training 
hub

Digital is  
a tool for  
implementing 
the Global  
and Regional  
Engagement 
Strategy and is 
functional to the 
implementation 
of the new  
educational 
model. 
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y PlatformsProgrammes Engagement

Current course offer 
but deliverable 
remotely through 
videoconferencing tools 
or virtual classroom 
(synchronous  
distance learning)

Flex Courses (Blended, 
Mixed and Flipped 
Classroom - part 
synchronous distance 
learning and part 
online self-study)

Fully digital online 
degree, Micromaster 
and Master courses in 
English (asynchronous 
individual courses)

Webex

Webex + Moodle

New Virtual Classroom  
+ Full Online platform  
(Cisco Training Center 
+ Luiss Web Portal 
integration)

Retain 
current students

Increase the catchment 
area

Boost growth on the 
international market

Reaction

Foundations

Digital
Education Hub
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2. Strategy and objectives | E. Digital backbone

Type
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Over the course of the plan, degree 
programmes will be designed and 
activated in a "mainly remote" way,  
for example:

Bachelor's degree in "engaged 
research"

• Organised on the model of 
research methods and research 
problems 

• With residential experience linked 
to internships and/or "grand-
challenges"

• With potential delocalised 
technological "hubs" to support 
distance learning

Mainstream Master's Degree with 
business practice component 

Flex Master's Degree  
targeted at working students  
(or students with travel difficulties), 
including international ones

Differentiation Implementation 
times

To improve differentiation, 
the two Degree Courses:

Will include advanced digital and 
technological content with the 
most modern teaching methods 
(fully digital online asynchronous 
lessons, synchronous online 
lessons and face-to-face lessons)

Delivered entirely in English 
to maximise the attraction for 
international students

Similar pricing to the face-to-face 
offer

 
 
2022/2023 (courses start): 100 
enrolled per degree course

2023/2024: 200 enrolled per 
degree course

2024/2025: 300 enrolled per 
degree course

Fully operational: approx. 1,500 
students

Lu
is

sX

Digital 
Learning

Digital 
Marketing

Digital online content, 
educational design, audio-video 
production, editing of courses 
available 
on digital platforms 

Production and management 
of online content aimed at 
maximising the effectiveness 
of marketing 
and communication campaigns

Digitisation of existing 
Luiss courses 
and creation of a 
fully digital range 
in light of what the 
main universities and 
business schools are 
doing worldwide.
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K
PI

No. of fully digital courses 
activated

No. of students enrolled in fully 
digital courses

% international students enrolled 
(in digital courses)

Marginality (of digital courses)

Brand reputation in the Euro-
Mediterranean area (nearby area)
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Brand image  
and Brand identity 
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2. Strategy and objectives | F. Brand image and Brand identity
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Visibility, 
recognisability 
and attractiveness, 
both nationally and 
internationally, are  
the basis of a 
communication 
strategy that aims 
to strengthen Luiss's 
brand identity and 
reputation.

Social media

Luiss Social TV

Podcasts

Livestreaming 
with international 
influencers

Alexa

Conversational 
Marketing 

Traditional Media

Luiss University 
Press - Luiss Open

Structured 
partnerships with 
global brands:

Cisco

Amazon Alexa

Partnerships with 
the most influential 
and prestigious 
international 
media

42 Roma Luiss

Innovation

Internationalisation

Honorary degrees

Green

Scholarships

Alumni

Research

Media Partnerships creation

Co
m

m
un

ic
at

io
n 

st
ra

te
gy

TRADITIONAL INNOVATIVE

INTERNATIONAL

LOCAL

Luiss
Open  
Connected 
Responsible

Luiss
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K
PI

Unique visitors: no. of users who 
browse the university website

Bounce rate: % of people who 
leave without taking any action 
after visiting a page

Navigation device:  
no. of connections from mobile

Sentiment: perception of the  
Luiss brand on the web

Impressions: no. of times content 
was viewed - for each channel

Reach: potential reach of content 
over time

Mentions: no. of mentions of Luiss 
on various online sources

No. of digital events

No. of views

No. of items in the national media

No. of items in the international 
media



Luiss is a social science university 
that welcomes and engages a 
growing number of excellent faculty 
and students from around the 
world. Its extensive international 
network and focus on research at 
both the national and international 
levels make Luiss a dynamic  
and competitive university in an 
ever-changing, global society.

Maria Rita Testa
Professor, Demography



3

The University of the future



During these years at Luiss, 
I’ve had the chance to receive a 
transversal and multidisciplinary 
education ranging from Politics 
to International Law and Game 
Theory. This is very important in 
order to understand the complexity 
of the world we live in.

Taymour Elmasry
Luiss student
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3. The University of the future

In
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n

With the help of several targeted activities, 
it was possible to define a scenario of 
experiences and perceptions concerning 
both the future in general (especially with 
children), and the current vision of universities 
(for adolescents) and, for everyone, to begin 
to sketch a portrait of the possible university 
of the future, so as to grasp its most desired 
conceptual and service dimensions. 

Project 
Destination 
Future

A study was carried out to explore sentiment towards university in a future 
perspective, on a target group that represents the students of tomorrow.
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3. The University of the future
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 to
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rin
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to
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fu
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re In designing an object to bring into the future, children show a marked 

propensity to:

Put technology at the service of  
humankind in order to allow for a new kind 
of daily life and the possibility of doing things 
more quickly and surprisingly.

Develop multifunctionality,  
through the construction of artefacts  
capable of carrying out different activities 
simultaneously.

Solve the main environmental problems, 
providing solutions that improve current 
critical issues, such as air and sea pollution  
and the destruction of green areas.
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re
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Ar
ea

s o
f n

ee
d The children's areas of need are focussed more on 

the start and the path than on the finish line

There is a fear of an environment that does not "shorten distances"  
and that has no interest in communicating to facilitate the transition  
from school and the choice of which path to take. 

The feeling – and the fear – is that of being left to themselves in such an 
important decision as choosing a university course,  
with the risk of making wrong assessments. 

In addition to this, the impact on routine dynamics is feared, in which  
the main fear is that of not having informal figures by their side, with  
a relationship similar to that of school teachers.

So
m

e 
in

te
re

st
in

g 
st

at
em

en
ts "I would like to find people who 

remind me of my school teachers, 
who know me and who I am. I'm not a 
number..."

"Nobody in the school world has 
contacted me to help me understand 
what to do... You are left alone to decide 
something so important. I would like 
the university to take part before going 
there, while I am still in school, to help 
me make the right choice"

"I'm afraid of the idea of making a 
mistake halfway through, then maybe 
realising it's not the right one and not 
being able to end it"

"I would like to find people who can 
become a guide, a source of help and 
inspiration"

"You go from the small environment 
of the school, which is in your size, to 
a much more anonymous one, where 
you don't know anyone and nobody 
knows you... This change in dimension 
scares me a bit"

"It's quite a scary world, because from 
the outside it seems very long and 
difficult to get to the end"
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3. The University of the future

Th
e 
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go
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ow

er We asked the students to evaluate 6 key concepts and to build a tower that 
measured the importance of each of them for the university of the future.

Education

Internationalism

Technology and Digital

Sustainability and Environment

Research and Innovation

Society and Work

Education

Sustainability 
and environment

Internationalism

Research and 
Innovation

Technology 
and Digital

Society 
and Work

Expresses the concept of 
dynamism, elimination of 
distance, enhancement of the 
ability to communicate by 
breaking down barriers and 
boundaries

It is a concept  
that is partially obscure 
to young people, and is 
generically associated with 
the act of "continuing  
to study" and discovering

It is undoubtedly a 
structural element of the 
university, however, the 
students have no specific 
expectations towards it in 
terms of future evolution

It is a leitmotiv that 
acknowledges a pressing 
social need, a necessary 
vision of the future that a 
university must promote

The university must make 
means available that are 
in step with the times that 
facilitate processes and make 
activities more immediate

The university must become a 
place of dynamic interchange 
with the surrounding 
environment, especially 
in the context of work



Located in the heart of Rome, 
the Luiss community is uniquely 
committed to fostering an 
international environment. Our 
university welcomes faculty and 
students from a wide range of 
countries, making it a special 
meeting place for people from 
diverse cultures and backgrounds, 
and contributing to an inclusive 
and pluralist perspective regarding 
current issues in the social sciences.

Francisco Villarroel Ordenes
Assistant Professor, Marketing



4

Luiss 2030



Luiss is a wonderful university, 
where I can immerse myself 
in a bright new culture, which 
is challenging and exciting. 
Furthermore, the program 
Management and Computer  
Science is the best project for  
the future of the job market.

Anqi Chen
Luiss Student
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4. Luiss 2030

Th
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ad From the 2021-2024 Plan...

...to Luiss 2030
One of the 10 most influential INSTITUTIONS in Europe

Highly interdisciplinary

Attentive to diversity  
and inclusion

International DNA

Structurally "blended"

Central to the scientific and 
public debate 

100% compliant with the 
SDGs

Engaged "by design"

Able to prepare rigorous leaders 
and citizens of the future

LUISS 2030

Sustainability 
"at large"

Global and Regional 
Engagement Strategy

 
Research

B

A

C

Brand image and Brand identity
clear, recognisable, distinctive and impactfulF

Digital 
backbone
Programmes
Platforms
Engagement

E
Luiss Uniqueness - 
The educational modelD



A culturally diversified community 
is one that holds tremendous 
prospects for growth and personal 
development. Luiss stands out as 
the school of choice for all students 
and shows remarkable promise 
as a pacesetter in this regard, 
complemented by innovations  
and a resilient alumni network. 

Evelyn Ama Sam 
Luiss Student



5

Main objectives and actions  
Departments and Schools



Department  
of Business and Management
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5. Main objectives and actions Departments and Schools | Department of Business and Management
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Strengths

• Higher number of enrolled students

• Good reputation of the Department: trend of 
admissions applications has no significant negative 
impacts deriving from the Covid-19 health emergency

• Higher ranking than other Departments in terms of 
salary 5 years after graduation (2,151 EUR) 

Weaknesses

• Positioning in the QS Ranking by Subject still 
not competitive with respect to the international 
benchmark and Bocconi, with particular reference to 
the Academic Reputation; strong contraction of almost 
9% in the Citations per paper indicator in the last two 
years

• Degree of internationalisation both in terms of 
international students and international permanent 
lecturers (8 in 2020)

• Low attractiveness of MA (about 20% of BA students 
do not enrol in the MA)

• Sustainable positioning (limited balancing between 
fees and quality)

S W

Opportunity

• Strengthening of the research activities in order to 
consolidate the improvement in QS positioning given 
the importance assumed of the ranking in students' 
choices

• Implementation of Distance Learning and innovative 
teaching systems, as well as establishment of a 
hybrid approach, requiring technological investments 
in classrooms, software and technologies, in 
consideration of the changes that have affected 
Higher Education following the health crisis linked to 
Covid-19 

Threats

• Global scenario characterised by strong post-
pandemic uncertainty: competition with local 
universities

• High degree-level competition: high-ranking 
universities (e.g. British) or those with good quality 
and lower costs (e.g. German)

• Limited attractiveness of the Italian labour market

O A
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5. Main objectives and actions Departments and Schools | Department of Business and Management
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1. Faculty profile enhancement

Recruiting professors to enhance 
the Faculty research profile and 
international visibility

2. Improvement of research

Publications on Luiss Open

3. Ranking

QS placement within  
the first 100

Increase in FT ranking for the MSc 
in Management

4. Strengthening 
internationalisation 

Activation of new DDs

Increased teaching in English

5. Education on  
sustainability issues 

Activation of courses with training 
components on ESG, Ethics, 
respect for the environment 

Development of public initiatives 
on sustainability issues

6. Review and planning  
of the courses offered

Launch of MSc in Data Science 

GI review - new major,  
English channel 

Feasibility study on a new pharma/
health care major 



Department  
of Economics and Finance
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5. Main objectives and actions Departments and Schools | Department of Economics and Finance
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Strengths

• Growth of the Department's reputation scores in 2020, 
both in terms of Academic Reputation and Employer 
Reputation (+ 1.38% and + 2.36% respectively)

• Competitive results in terms of student placement and 
salary increase 5 years after graduation (employment 
rate equal to 96.6% at 1 year and 100.0% at 5 years 
after graduation and salary equal to EUR 1,605 at 1 
year and EUR 2,074 at 5 years)

• Reputation of the Department: trend of admissions 
applications has no significant negative impacts 
deriving from the Covid-19 health emergency

Weaknesses

• Positioning in the QS Ranking by Subject still not 
competitive in relation to both the national and 
international benchmark (Luiss is among the top 5 
universities in the Employer Reputation indicator only)

• Degree of internationalisation of the Department, 
both in terms of international students and 
international permanent lecturers (less than 10% 
foreign students)

• Range of hybrid master's degrees offered

• Recruitment of lecturers in finance and data science

S W

Opportunity

• Improvement of Academic Reputation, H-Index and 
Citations per paper, given the importance assumed by 
the QS ranking in the students' choices

• Revision of the courses offered, in order to increase 
the data science component, especially with 
applications in the microeconomic field, to meet the 
growing demand in the labour market for experts 
in the procurement, data analytics and quantitative 
finance sectors

• Strengthening the offer in the field of financial 
regulation and sustainable finance, due to the need for 
graduates to operate within an increasingly complex 
and changing European regulatory context 

Threats

• Global scenario characterised by strong post-
pandemic uncertainty

• Constantly evolving reference context: Italian and 
international competitors are moving quickly and 
are strengthening their positions, in addition to the 
penetration of the Italian market by online and hybrid 
offers from foreign universities

O A
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5. Main objectives and actions Departments and Schools | Department of Economics and Finance
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1. Focus on priority and 
interdisciplinary issues 

Strengthening issues related 
to financial regulation and 
sustainable finance

2. Improvement of QS indicators 

Improvement of process 
management for the reputation plan

3. Strengthening research 
partnerships

Consolidation of networks with 
international partners to improve 
the attractiveness of European 
funds (e.g. to increase the 
probability of success in Horizon 
tenders)

Extension to the international 
scope of research applicable to 
public debate

4. Partnership and DD 
development

5. Improvement of employability 
potential

Enhancement of interconnection 
with Career Service

MA organisation with focus on 
employability

6. Enhancement of Alumni role 

Definition of orientation and 
tutoring activities for Alumni/
students

7. Strengthening of the BA and 
MA courses offered

Definition of a master's programme 
in finance both in Italian and in 
English

8. Online teaching optimisation  
according to a computer-based 
approach (e.g. problem solving 
simulation with management 
applications)



Department  
of Law
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5. Main objectives and actions Departments and Schools | Department of Law
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Strengths

• PhD as a thematic research laboratory  
(environment, innovation, artificial intelligence)

• New MA in Law, Digital Innovation and Sustainability

• Placement results compared to the  
market benchmark, both in terms of salary (EUR 2,082  
vs. EUR 1,394 on the market) and employment 5 years 
after graduation (80.1% vs. 77.8% on the market)

• Increases in QS rankings for both H-Index and Citations 
per paper (about 21% in the last two years)

• Reputation of the Department: trend of admission 
applications with no significant negative impacts deriving 
from the Covid-19 health emergency

Weaknesses

• Positioning in the QS by Subject Ranking still not 
competitive compared to the international benchmark 
(with particular reference to the Academic Reputation  
and the H-Index) but competitive at the national level

• Degree of internationalisation of the Department

• Prevalence of temporary teachers focused on research 
areas more functional to their profession

S W

Opportunity

• Strengthening the doctorate as a recruitment pool, 
including for the purpose of establishing international 
agreements 
 

Threats

• Global scenario characterised by strong post-
pandemic uncertainty

• Constantly evolving reference context: Italian and 
international competitors are moving quickly and 
are strengthening their positions, in addition to the 
penetration of the Italian market by online and hybrid 
offers from foreign universities

O A
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5. Main objectives and actions Departments and Schools | Department of Law
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1. Improvement of reputation

Capacity to attract external funds 
from public and private bodies (local 
authority calls, PRIN, Horizon)

Percentage increase for externally 
funded PhD scholarships 

2. Strengthening 
internationalisation 

3. Strengthening sustainability as 
a social impact 

Increase of educational and non-
educational activities linked to 
sustainability

4. Launch of the Luiss Law Firm

Activation of legal clinics

Creation of "legal branches"  
at the neighbourhood level

5. Strengthening "hybrid" 
teaching 

Extension of teaching 
methodologies balanced between  
standard and "active" education to 
all courses



Department  
of Political Science
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5. Main objectives and actions Departments and Schools | Department of Political Science
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Strengths

• First university among the main Italian competitors in 
the QS ranking

• Presence in public debates

• Competitive results compared to market data in terms 
of student placement and salary increase 5 years after 
graduation (Luiss SDR graduate net monthly salary of 
1,842 EUR vs. monthly net market salary of  
1,408 EUR)

• Good reputation of the Department: trend of 
admissions applications has no significant negative 
impacts deriving from the Covid-19 health emergency

Weaknesses

• Positioning in the QS Ranking by Subject still not 
competitive in relation to the benchmark compared 
with international universities

• Low degree of internationalisation within the 
Department

S W

Opportunity

• Development of subject in light of scenarios affecting 
the Mediterranean

• Training of policy makers with multidisciplinary skills, 
increasing the focus on policies to meet the demand 
for interdisciplinary intelligence coming from the 
labour market

• More investments in research to be competitive at an 
international level, given the importance assumed by 
rankings in the university selection phase

• Doctorate as a world-class programme to enhance the 
Department's reputation 
 

Threats

• Global scenario characterised by strong post-
pandemic uncertainty

• Constantly evolving reference context: Italian and 
international competitors are moving quickly and 
are strengthening their positions, in addition to the 
penetration of the Italian market by online  
and hybrid offers from foreign universities

O A
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5. Main objectives and actions Departments and Schools | Department of Political Science
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1. Reinforcing the doctorate  
at an international level

Identification of parameters  
by reputation index 

2. Improvement of QS indicators

Increase research and publication 
activities

4. Partnership and DD development

Double Degree Creation for BA 

4. Increased partnership 
agreements with public 
institutions

Identification of partner institutions

Partnership programme 
development

5. Strengthening of the BA and 
MA courses offered

Separation between the two  
BAs (Italian and PPE) 

6. Reinforcing  
the Department Faculty

Recruiting according to gender, 
nationality and age diversity 
criteria



Luiss Business School
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5. Main objectives and actions Departments and Schools | Luiss Business School
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Strengths
• Proximity to the region and local business 

communities through hubs to respond to specific 
training needs and professional services (e.g. 
Amsterdam and Belluno)

• Faculty composed of academics and industry leaders

• EQUIS and AMBA certification

• Environments and locations School of great prestige

Weaknesses

• PhDs not yet directed towards the new era of artificial 
intelligence

• Teaching of young people not yet centred on problem- 
or inquiry-based teaching methods

• Portfolio of applied research initiatives not yet fully 
developed

S W

Opportunity

• Development of international markets

• Strong demand on the market (accentuated by the 
Covid-19 emergency) for training programmes with an 
online component

• Completion of the Triple Crown by 2022 (EQUIS, 
AACSB and AMBA accreditations) and achievement 
of a good positioning in the Financial Times, due to 
the importance of accreditations and rankings in the 
students' choices 

Threats

• Global scenario characterised by strong post-
pandemic uncertainty, difficulties in organising 
internships abroad

• Context of reference in constant evolution: Italian and 
international competitors are moving quickly and 
are strengthening their positions, in addition to the 
penetration of the Italian market by online and hybrid 
offers from foreign universities

• Stretching towards two poles in the world of Business 
Schools (advanced content vs. experiential learning)

O A
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5. Main objectives and actions Departments and Schools | Luiss Business School
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1. Development of basic  
and applied research

Strengthening of academic 
research with reference to the 
implementation of the new Faculty 
management 

Launch of the "business case" series

Enhancement of participation in 
public tenders for applied research 
activities 

Development of an organic 
and broad portfolio of research 
products

2. Development of international 
strategies 

Implementation of the multi-site model

Start-up and development of a new 
hub in Amsterdam

Development of an international 
partnership to strengthen 
competitiveness

3. Accreditation and ranking 

Retention of EQUIS and AMBA 
accreditation

AACSB accreditation

Entry into the Financial Times ranking

Improvement to QS ranking

7. Faculty development  
and transformation

Training for the use of teaching 
methodologies such as Active 
Learning and Project Based 
Learning

Continuous retraining for the use 
of specific software to support the 
digital learning strategy

Strengthening the collaboration 
between the Faculty, infrastructural 
design and video makers 

4. Strengthening of the relationship 
with Alumni and Companies

8. Strengthening of identity  
and communication 

5. Strengthening of the relationship 
with students, staff and Faculty

6. Strengthening digital learning, 
product innovation and new 
business models in Higher 
Education 

Triple play strategy implementation 
(traditional programmes, "flex offer" 
and fully digital programmes)

Product development and 
innovation



Luiss School of European  
Political Economy
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5. Main objectives and actions Departments and Schools | Luiss School of European Political Economy
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Strengths
• Results on the research front: winning a  

call from the European Parliament and approval  
of a further research project

• Reputation of graduates among companies  
and institutions

• Presence of the school in the context of international 
policy debates through think tanks

Weaknesses

• High turnover rate of researchers 

• Researcher recruitment 

• Synergy between Schools and Departments

S W

Opportunity

• Penetration into a training niche  
not yet covered at the European level (few places in 
Europe offer courses in economic governance)

• Strengthening the teaching capacity of expert 
economists from institutions and jurists with  
economic skills, in order to meet the demand for 
profiles with multidisciplinary intelligence coming 
from the labour market 
 

Threats

• Global scenario characterised by strong post-
pandemic uncertainty, difficulties in organising 
internships abroad

• Constantly evolving reference context: Italian and 
international competitors are moving quickly and are 
strengthening  
their positions, in addition to the penetration of the 
Italian market by online  
and hybrid offers from foreign universities

O A
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5. Main objectives and actions Departments and Schools | Luiss School of European Political Economy
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1. Strengthening the communication 
impact of the research

Reinforcing the production 
of working papers, scientific 
publications and policy briefs  
(green technologies, digital, 
productivity)

Enhancement of digital presence 
with new website and development 
of social media channels 

2. Development of research 
funding sources for think tanks

Enlargement of the Policy Group

Participation in research tenders at 
the European and national level

3. Strengthening visibility  
in international debates

Enhancement of visiting programme

Strengthening of round tables 
with the participation of speakers 
from European and international 
institutions

4. Reinforcing placement in 
relation to European institutions

Conventions for internships for  
Master's students at European 
institutions and research centres

5. Reinforcing student-Faculty bonds  
at the master's level

Creation of a junior research fellows 
programme for selected master's students 

Launch of the SEP Association Master

6. Strengthening the range of 
courses offered

Launch of online executive courses 
in Italian and English

Launch of new masters in synergy 
with other schools

Launch of a new research master 
on topics of European relevance



Luiss School of Law
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5. Main objectives and actions Departments and Schools | Luiss School of Law
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Strengths
• Reputation in Italy and abroad

• International openness seen as a concrete priority 
(specialised master's in English and centred on the 
excellence within the Italian system)

• Creative ability to identify and organise new curricula 
(also with partners outside Luiss) and to introduce 
innovative teaching techniques

• Relations with consolidated and constantly growing 
national, European and international public bodies

• Weaknesses
• Presence of 'historical' master's from the former  

Post-Graduate Law Degree (50% of the current 
master's offer) for which a constant "modernisation" 
effort is required 

• Subdivision of teaching and limited time for the 
presence of guest lecturers

• Scholarships for students from abroad

• Limited integration and interaction with companies, 
Public Administration and international law firms

S W

Opportunity
• Emergence of new professional figures and 

specialisations in the legal field due to the continuous 
evolution of the Italian and European regulatory 
context

• Labour market characterised by a greater need for 
'non-jurists' to acquire legal skills in specific sectors 
and parallel demand for jurists who also have 
managerial knowledge/skills

• A surge in demand for online education programmes 
accentuated by the Covid-19 emergency

• Need to expand on the new rules of global importance 
(for example: sustainable development, 'green' 
turnaround, inclusion, prevention of and fight against 
cyber fraud and international terrorism)

• Demand for advanced legal training in the area of 
Milan and northern Italy 
 

Threats

• Increased competition from other universities, 
especially in the areas of finance and technology

• Penetration of the Italian market by online  
and hybrid courses from foreign universities

• Strengthening of various kinds of training companies 
that are able to offer products at lower prices

• Increase in training activities carried out by law firms 
on their own 

• Impact of the crisis resulting from the Covid-19 
emergency on job opportunities in law firms, 
companies and other typically legal professions

O A
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5. Main objectives and actions Departments and Schools | Luiss School of Law
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1. Increase of scholarships  
and public and private funding

2. Development of actions aimed 
at increasing visibility in the 
public debate

3. International recruiting

Strengthening of communication and 
marketing activities to reinforce the 
school's image abroad

4. Refinement of the courses 
offered to be more attractive on 
the international market 

Continuation of the launch 
of masters/LLMs in English, 
completing the offer relating to 
profiles where the 'Italy' brand is 
an element of attraction for foreign 
students

Launch of new specialist executive 
courses and Summer School in 
English on topical and international 
issues and in collaboration with 
foreign academic partners

7. Modernisation of programmes 

Specific attention to current 
issues: rules for global markets, 
sustainable development, 'green' 
turnaround, protection of inclusion, 
'no-profit' sectors

Increased presence of foreign or 
Italian teachers active in foreign 
universities, companies and public 
institutions based abroad

Increase in English teaching

5. Structuring of an LSL Alumni 
network

8. Faculty consolidation

Definition of a model for a stable 
affiliation with a recognisable 
Faculty of the School

6. Scientific-educational attention 
to sustainability and inclusion

Development of research and 
teaching initiatives aimed at 
expanding on the Italian, EU and 
international regulations on the 
subject of sustainable development, 
with specific attention to the 
environmental and social component



Luiss School of Government
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5. Main objectives and actions Departments and Schools | Luiss School of Government
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Strengths
• Presence in the Italian educational landscape

• Expertise in preparation courses for competitions  
and in training for Public Administration officials and 
executives

Weaknesses

• Although significant, the brand is still not strong 
enough for such a changing international market

• Teaching mainly financed by public partnerships

• Only internal resources for teaching the administrative 
public class

S W

Opportunity
• Resumption of recruitment in the public sector,  

for which numerous competitions will be organised

• Enhancement of the link with Confindustria to obtain 
financing from the private sector 
 

Threats

• Complex Italian reference market: the main 
competitors are public; students are only willing to 
spend less because future earning possibilities are 
lower; little use of the additional qualification to access 
the competitions

• Market of reference very unstable, including 
internationally, given the continuous creation of new 
products

O A
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5. Main objectives and actions Departments and Schools | Luiss School of Government
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1. Participation in calls  
for public funding 

2. Development of proposition to 
attract private financing

3. Development of actions aimed at  
increasing the visibility of Luiss  
in public debates

Definition and implementation of 
partnerships with international 
media

Development and implementation  
of new digital products

4. International recruiting

Development of an attractive range 
of courses on the international 
market

5. Alumni/external funder 
engagement

Definition of case for support  
to engage financiers on the topic  
of political class and government 
training at the national and 
international level

Definition of case for support to 
engage lenders on the topic  
of training targeted at the 
Mediterranean countries

7. Reinforcement of "experiential" 
teaching

Development and activation 
of courses in partnership with 
professional associations

6. Strengthening  
online and offline activities 

Structuring and launching of new 
blended courses in the master and 
executive programmes
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